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PAYING FOR INVESTMENT ADVICE – A PRIVATE BANKING REVOLUTION

Private banking is undergoing a shift. It used to provide clients with services for free, recouping costs via commissions. Now the industry is starting to charge clients for investment advice.

Swiss private banks are first movers in this shift to a fee-based model – already most advisory assets held for Swiss-domiciled clients are managed this way. EMEA and Asia-Pacific clients should follow this year, and the trend will likely spread to banks in other regions.

Why has the model changed? New regulations aiming to enhance transparency around fees are challenging traditional revenue streams while adding to costs. Digitalisation is also allowing relationship managers to deliver more value-added services to clients.

Establishing a contractual fiduciary relationship with clients is one of the biggest transformations the private banking industry has ever undergone. To offer state-of-the-art investment advice at a defined price is forcing banks to change their approach. Before it was about product placement. Now solutions are key.

The result is that private banks need to offer clients a top-down investment view focusing on asset allocation. A structured process ensures that all investors can be advised equally. Consistency also helps restore trust in the advice process.

A robust asset allocation process requires investment building blocks, for example alpha from high-quality active funds, low-cost beta, while adding environmental, society and governance (ESG), and other thematic overlays. Similarly, asset managers should reassess their offerings to private banks.

Clients are the winners. They receive transparency on advice costs and more research expertise, juggling price with the service needed. Meanwhile, this new model helps private banks by improving their interaction with clients – a big benefit in markets with reverse solicitation regulations.

What is more, banks should benefit from better client retention as well as a potential increase of net new asset flows. And whereas before bank revenues were volatile and dependent on market movements, the new model offers more certainty.

The adoption of fee-based advice by large and mid-size private banks looks set to transform traditional banking not only in Switzerland but globally. Banks and investors should benefit, while opportunities open up for asset managers1.

1 Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models or analysis which may prove to be incorrect. For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA). For Professional Clients (MiFID Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only. For Institutional investors only. Further distribution of this material is strictly prohibited. Not suitable for the retail market.
Introduction

The business model of private banking is undergoing a subtle but profound shift. Historically, the industry provided its wealthy clients with services such as investment advice for free, while recouping costs via commissions from products sold and trades executed. Slowly, but surely, the industry is moving towards charging clients explicitly for investment advice.

Swiss private banks are the first movers in embracing this shift towards a fee-based advisory model. The trend started a couple of years ago following a Switzerland Supreme Court ruling on retrocessions. Already most of the advisory assets held for Swiss-domiciled clients have been shifted to the new pricing model. It is likely to be rolled out to other EMEA and Asia-Pacific clients over the course of 2018. Following the Swiss banks’ lead, the trend will likely spread to banks in other regions.

A confluence of forces is driving the shift. First, regulatory changes, such as the upcoming MiFID II directive, aim to enhance transparency around client charges. New regulations are also challenging industry revenue streams while adding to costs. Finally, digitalisation is changing the provision of investment advice. As technology helps efficiency in parts of the process, it allows relationship managers to deliver more value-added services to clients.

The ambition to bring investors under a contractual binding framework thereby establishing a fiduciary relationship is one of the biggest transformations the private banking industry has undergone in recent years. Offering state-of-the-art investment advice at a defined price forces banks to change their client services approach. Whereas before banks focused on product placement, now they have to be solutions providers.

Private banks will likely need to deliver their clients a top-down investment view with a strong focus on asset allocation. A structured investment process, including a strong house-view framework, ensures that all investors can be advised similarly. This kind of consistency helps satisfy the important investor need of restoring trust in the advice process.

In implementing asset allocation decisions per their new fiduciary capacity, private banks will look for investment building blocks. Most likely this will take shape in the form of alpha exposure from high-quality active funds, complimented by low-cost beta exposure from passive products, perhaps with ESG and other thematic overlays. Asset managers, therefore, need to reassess their product and service offerings for private banks.

The new fee-based advisory model offers investors greater transparency on how much they are paying for advice while also getting access to investment research expertise beyond their relationship manager. Indeed, investors can customise the price they pay depending on the level of advice and service they require. What is more, all fee-based advisory models include an embedded risk-mitigated investment approach and multiple forms of debts and portfolio health checks.

Over time the new model should increase both the frequency and quality of interaction between clients and relationship managers. For instance, this new contractual framework allows relationship managers to contact investors proactively – a strong benefit especially in markets with reverse solicitation regulations such as the UK and several Nordic countries.

In so far as the new model should lead to more satisfied investors, banks should benefit from better client retention as well as a potential increase of net new asset flows. In addition, in the previous model, bank revenues were uncertain and dependent on market movements. The new model offers banks less volatility in cash flows and revenues, and hence the opportunity of better business planning.

Getting clients to pay for a service is nothing new, but for a traditional industry such as private banking this marks a fundamental shift. The increasing adoption of a fee-based advisory next year by large and mid-size private banks looks set to transform traditional banking not only in Switzerland but at a global scale. The new model has potential benefits for banks and investors alike. In addition, it offers opportunities for asset managers involved in the value chain.

Definition of fee-based advisory

Paying for a professional expert’s advice is naturally accepted across most service industries, such as legal...
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and medical consultation. The provision of investment advice by banks, however, has been the exception to this norm. Thus far, this service has operated on the basis of an implicit rather than explicit payment system. In this model, a fee is charged on the associated products sold on the back of the advice rather than the advisory service itself. This model, however, is undergoing a profound shift with banks now starting to charge investors directly for investment advice.

Some investors may find it odd that they now have to pay for something that has always been free in the past. This is an illusion. In truth, investors used to pay indirectly for a service that clearly incurred a cost to deliver, including the work of numerous financial professionals. The major difference is that in the traditional model, advisor revenues relied on commissions from the trades made and inducements on the products sold to the investor. This pricing scheme was transaction focused and the investor paid for advice implicitly.

In the new fee-based advisory world, investors pay an explicit fee for advice, typically based on a set percentage of their assets. Investment advice has not become more expensive – the pricing has just become more transparent.

Key drivers for the adoption

The emergence of fee-based advisory models is being driven by three major trends in the private banking industry: intensifying regulation, changing investor needs, and digitalisation (Chart 1).

First, new regulatory developments, such as the 2012 Swiss Supreme Court ruling on retrocessions and the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID), aim to protect investor interests by fostering greater accountability and transparency around costs. The fee-based advisory model helps achieve this as banks are no longer exposed to conflicts of interest when it comes to product selection. Moreover, complying with new regulations impacts the traditional transaction-based revenue model of banks. Therefore, banks are increasingly turning away from a product-driven to solution-orientated approach where they get paid for service rather than on single investment building block.

Second, investors deserve and increasingly demand transparency regarding as well as the underlying advisory and investment processes. Fee-based models help meet this demand. The contractual-based framework defines all underlying costs as well as service deliverables such as the frequency of interaction with investments specialists, and the frequency of portfolio health checks. Furthermore, a structured investment process, including a strong house-view framework, ensures that all investors can be advised with the same views. Such transparency helps satisfy the important investor need of restoring trust in the investment advice process.

Digitalisation is the third trend helping advance fee-based advisory models. A new generation of investors expects banks to offer a greater use of digital channels, apps, web-based solutions, and push alerts. For banks themselves, digitalisation is an important tool to help avoid potential litigation costs occurring from misadvise or misselling. At the same time, digitalisation also helps increase the efficiency of

Chart 1: Changing market sentiment - market, regulations and client needs

| Regulation | CH Supreme Court ruling 2012 / “Retrocession ban” / MiFID II |
| Revenue    | Margin erosion – Leading to “book transformation” |
| Cost       | Reducing costs – charging on AA rather than product level |
| Investor   | Changing needs – restoring trust |
| Transparency | Cost / structure / investment process |
| Digitalisation | Automated advise and investment process / risk appraisal |
| Standardisation | Avoiding mis-selling |

1 Source: Deutsche Asset Management, data as of January 2018
For illustrative purposes only. No assurance can be given that the CDI construction process will perform better than other methodologies.
relationship managers and therefore reduces costs. However, this does not mean that traditional communication channels will disappear. Automation of tasks such as portfolio monitoring and basic advice will allow relationship managers to spend more time on servicing and fostering their client relations. Rather than becoming obsolete, advisors should become more efficient leading to a hybrid model where technology enables the advisor in delivering a broader service offering to investors.

Benefits for Investors, Banks and Advisors

The investor centric approach inherent in fee-based advisory models promises multiple benefits for investors, banks, as well as relationship managers along the value chain.

For investors, the most obvious benefit is greater transparency about how much and how they pay for professional advice. They are also shielded from potential conflict of interests inherent in the old model where investment advice was a route to generating commissions for the service-provider. Moreover, clients gain access to investment and research expertise (via a dedicated house-view) and continuous portfolio health checks.

Investors must not underestimate the value of these risk mitigation services. Within the past decade alone, the global economy has experienced several economic crises accompanied by market downturns of up to 50 per cent. Clients need to be vigilant against similar risks in the future. All fee-based advisory models include an embedded risk-mitigated investment approach and multiple forms of debts and portfolio health checks.

In a fee-based advisory model, there is a clear focus on educating and involving the investor – an involvement that the investor can actively steer according to their own preferences and requirements. As most fee-based advisory models are offered with options for varying service levels, the investor is now able to tailor the price they pay according to the service needed. Investors can choose the scope and intensity of advice, portfolio monitoring, investment proposals, and the interaction with dedicated investment specialists, in addition to their relationship manager.

Over time this new model should help enhance both the frequency and quality of interaction between clients and relationship managers especially in more sophisticated advisory mandates where investment consultants are involved in giving advice.

Investors appreciate having a sparring partner regarding investments, receiving tailor made advice, having access to a one-stop-shop (robust advice, having access to a one-stop-shop (robust, trading ideas, risk analytics, and so on) and receiving honest and transparent service. At the same time, clients are aware that one relationship manager cannot single-handedly take care of the relationship, do administrative tasks, carry out research, design an investment strategy, and measure risk figures. Support from a fully functional mid and back office is needed.

The investment consultant model, therefore, offers relationship managers both a short-term and a long-term benefit. In the short term, complexity on the relationship manager’s side is reduced. Certain clients use more sophisticated investment products and are subject to complex cross border regulations – both of which can be handled by the investment consultant. This allows relationship managers more time to devote for existing investors as well as on prospects and acquisitions. The long-term effect should be to increase the overall quality of the interaction with investors. In the past, investors have preferred relationship managers that are able to deliver as much of their banks’ capabilities as possible.

Therefore, with relationship managers positioned as the unique selling proposition, investors should experience an increase in service quality with fee-based advisory models. If this leads to increased investor satisfaction, banks will benefit from better client retention as well as a potential increase of net new asset flows. In addition, in the old model, bank revenues were uncertain and dependent on market movements. The new model offers banks less volatility around cash flows and revenues, and hence the opportunity of better business planning.

However, banks will have to be clear that clients not choosing a discretionary or advisory mandate will lose access to a personal relationship manager. Obviously, the downside of this is easier to comprehend for investors who have experienced having a personal relationship manager in the past – they will know what they are going to miss.

Cost structure

If investors are going to pay explicitly for investment advice in the future, a key question is how much.
We look at the pricing models of the large Swiss institutions as a guide, point out the major differences among them, and highlight the most compelling options for investors. In summary, the current pricing landscape is diverse and a best in class approach suitable for all investors is yet to emerge.

Current pricing models for advisory services in the Swiss market differentiate by the level of service and the intensity of interaction required by a client. In addition they also account for other factors such as the investor’s underlying risk profile, the amount of assets, the size and asset-class of a trade, and the underlying product (mutual funds, ETFs, options). Furthermore, some banks offer attractive discounts for their in-house product offering.

The major Swiss institutions currently offer the option of a ticket fee, brokerage fee or all-in fee model. The general pricing components include a safekeeping fee, an advisory fee as well as a ticket/brokerage fee. The latter is the major differentiation point between the ticket fee and the brokerage fee model. The ticket fee model charges a fixed amount (say 50 Swiss francs) for trades, while the brokerage fee model charges a proportion (say 100 basis points) of the trade value if the size remains within a certain band. Although similar, the periodicity of trades and the investment size could make a significant difference in fees.

The all-in fee models, meanwhile, have no ticket/brokerage fee and no safekeeping fee embedded. But they do not include a higher advisory fee. For higher trading frequencies and larger trades the all-in model is more attractive. But assuming average trading intensities, all-in models tend to be relatively more expensive. In addition, the divergence of costs between the models increases with the invested amount. The overall average total cost in basis points, however, decreases with the amount invested.

As an example, for a balanced strategy with an investment amount of 750,000 Swiss francs and two trades of two per cent portfolio value a month, the average fee observed across the various models is 111 basis points, with a difference of 11 basis points between the highest and the lowest fee model. Now assuming an investment size of five million Swiss francs in the same balanced strategy with the same trading profile, the average cost declines to 87 basis points with a gap of 25 basis points between the highest and the lowest fee. This shows clearly that investors and their advisors need to find the pricing model best suited for their individual characteristics (chart 2).

Chart 2: Fee range for Balanced Portfolio of leading Swiss Banks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Basis Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHF 750K</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF 2.5m</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF 5m</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumptions:
- a) Balanced Strategy
- b) Lower sophistication level
- c) two trades a month with 2.0% portfolio value.

Key findings:
- +/- 100 basis points – average total cost, decreasing with scale
- «All-in» generally more costly – assuming average trading intensity
- Cost highly correlated to asset class allocation – Equity portfolio more expensive across the board

Model definition:
- «All-in» Fee – Advisory fee only. No extra trading/brokerage charge
- «Ticket/Brokerage» Fee – split in safekeeping, advisory and brokerage fee. Trading charges separately

Progress, future scope, and potential challenges

The ambition to bring investors under a contractual binding framework – establishing a fiduciary relationship, offering state of the art investment advice at a defined price, is one of the largest transformations the private banking industry has undergone in recent years.

1 Source: Bank websites publications
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models or analysis which may prove to be incorrect. For illustrative purposes only.
Switzerland emerged as the first-mover in the adoption of this fee-based advisory model with the first wave of coming in 2013 and 2014. It is already well-advanced with a chunk of the advisory assets of Swiss private banks currently subject to this pricing model. The industry has an ambitious target of transforming almost its entire advisory asset book of nearly two trillion euros over the course of 2018. The shift is referred to as the “book transformation” process (Chart 3).

Switzerland’s lead should lead to a broader recognition of the new model across the global industry landscape over time. In particular, private banks in the rest of EMEA and the Asia-Pacific region should be the next to start adopting this model.

One challenge is investors that do not want to enter a discretionary or an advisory mandate agreement. These clients, commonly referred to as execution-only investors, can be divided into two groups. The first group, at the top end of the spectrum with regards to sophistication, include family offices and semi-institutional investors that do not want to take a bank’s investment advice. The second group are self-traders and traditional buy-and-hold investors that only use a small proportion of the services a bank can offer.

Another challenge to the fee-based advisory model is delivery. Banks will need to stabilise and improve existing technology systems for example, while also making investments necessary to come up with innovations suitable for an emerging digitalized infrastructure. One innovation would be automated trade recommendations that enable the relationship manager to serve more investors within a mandates framework.

To make a transformation to a fee-based advisory model a lasting success, banks should look beyond pure advisory and focus on their investor relationship in a more holistic manner. This requires a broader appreciation of clients’ needs – moving from portfolio advice to total wealth counselling by taking all assets and liabilities into consideration. Banks also should strengthen the entertainment part of their service, which means providing a compelling story to advisors and investors, enhancing the investor experience and helping build an engaging and longer-lasting relationship.

Last but not least, operating in a global environment requires global solutions that not only meet local regulatory standards but fulfil investor specific demand. Meeting global needs, unlocking new regions, and providing a truly global experience will provide the necessary scale and scope.

**Chart 3: “Book transformation” into contractual binding relationship in full progress**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AuM EUR 3.5trn</th>
<th>Discretionary mandates</th>
<th>Fee-based advisory</th>
<th>Non-contractual advise</th>
<th>Contractual binding relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Banking today</td>
<td>Discretionary mandates</td>
<td>Fee-based advisory</td>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambition in 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shifting demand for asset manager products

The ongoing shift in the relationship between private banks and their clients has implications for associated service provider industries as well. Asset managers for instance need to reassess their product suite aimed at this client base.

When implementing asset allocation decisions per their new fiduciary capacity, private banks will look for investment building blocks. This will likely mean alpha generation from high-quality active funds, low-cost beta exposure from passive products, as well as ESG and other thematic overlays. Asset managers,

---

1 Source: SFAMA, Swiss Banking Association, Banking Research, September 2017
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models or analysis which may prove to be incorrect.
therefore, need to reassess their product and service offerings for private banks.

Being a more institutionalised investment vehicle, exchange traded funds and other indexed investments have historically gained greater attention across discretionary mandates. With the emergence of advisory mandates and the general pursuit of managing assets under contract, ETFs should increasingly become a core vehicle in advisory asset allocation models. There are a variety of ways to justify the greater implementation of ETFs in advisory mandates. When following a certain benchmark approach, low cost ETFs allow for tactical allocation calls and strategic investment directives. What is more, a bank’s houseview mostly drives the investment process, so ETFs offer easy, flexible and efficient access to markets. And ensuring flexibility in a transparent structure while fulfilling multiple regional and regulatory requirements makes ETFs an easily implementable solution, particularly for mandates across multiple domiciles. The increasing number of available exposures, for example thematic, ESG, and liquid fixed income solutions, enable a more targeted and diverse asset allocation framework.

Conclusion

Persuading clients to pay for a service is nothing new, but for a traditional industry such as private banking, it marks a fundamental shift. The increasing adoption of a fee-based advisory model by large and mid-size private banks will transform traditional banking not only in Switzerland but on a global scale. The drivers and the necessity of accepting this shift – changing investor needs, digitalisation and regulatory demands – are evident and here to stay. The change should benefit investors by providing them greater transparency on costs and more control over the level of service they need. Banks themselves should benefit from a more stable revenue stream.

A pricing model change will see private banks adopt a fiduciary responsibility for their clients. This will require them to move from a product placement mentality to a more service-orientated approach. A top-down investment view with a focus on asset allocation will be key for banks.

There are broad implications not only for banking but also for other participants along value-chain. One such industry, asset management, needs to reassess its product and solution offerings to adapt to the likely increase in penetration of passive investing brought about this shift.
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For Residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain: This document does not constitute an offer for sale of, or participation in, securities, derivatives or funds marketed in Bahrain within the meaning of Bahrain Monetary Agency Regulations. All applications for investment should be received and any allotments should be made, in each case from outside of Bahrain. This document has been prepared for private information purposes of intended investors only who will be institutions. No invitation shall be made to the public in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document will not be issued, passed to, or made available to the public generally. The Central Bank (CBB) has not reviewed, nor has it approved, this document or the marketing of such securities, derivatives or funds in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Accordingly, the securities, derivatives or funds may not be offered or sold in Bahrain or to residents thereof except as permitted by Bahrain law. The CBB is not responsible for performance of the securities, derivatives or funds.
State of Kuwait

This document has been sent to you at your own request. This presentation is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Interests have not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Interests in Kuwait on the basis a private placement or public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 31 of 1990 and the implementing regulations thereto (as amended) and Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public offering of the Interests is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Interests will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or inducement activities are being used to offer or market the Interests in Kuwait.

United Arab Emirates

Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.

State of Qatar

Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG – QFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing QFCRA license. Principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level 5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company, (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing CMA license. Principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O. Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

United Arab Emirates

Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.

This document may not be distributed in Canada, Japan, the United States of America, or to any U.S. person.
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Deutsche Asset Management is the brand name of the Asset Management division of the Deutsche Bank Group. The respective legal entities offering products or services under the Deutsche Asset Management brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. Deutsche Asset Management, through Deutsche Bank AG, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “Deutsche Bank”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis.

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.

Deutsche Bank does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering investments and strategies suggested by Deutsche Bank. Investments with Deutsche Bank are not guaranteed, unless specified.

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein. Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future performance.

Although the information herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us or such affiliates (“Associated Persons”) may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation.

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within Deutsche Bank and is not investment research. Therefore, laws and regulations relating to investment research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other Deutsche Bank departments including research departments. This document may contain forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by Deutsche Bank as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other financial information contained herein.

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States.

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Deutsche Bank to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions.

Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental entity, and are not guaranteed by or obligations of Deutsche Bank AG or its affiliates.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION – UNITED STATES

This marketing communication is intended for institutional investors only.

The brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries such as DWS Distributors, Inc. which offers investment products or Deutsche Investment Management Americas Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C. which offer advisory services.

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.

Deutsche Bank does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering investments and strategies suggested by Deutsche Bank. Investments with Deutsche Bank are not guaranteed, unless specified.

Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein. Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future performance.

Although the information herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us or such affiliates (“Associated Persons”) may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and (ii) purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation.

The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within Deutsche Bank and is not investment research. Therefore, laws and regulations relating to investment research do not apply to it. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other Deutsche Bank departments including research departments. This document may contain forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made by Deutsche Bank as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other financial information contained herein.

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority.

For purposes of ERISA and the Department of Labor’s fiduciary rule, we are relying on the sophisticated fiduciary exception in marketing our services and products, and nothing herein is intended as fiduciary or impartial investment advice unless it is provided under an existing mandate.

Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental entity, and are not guaranteed by or obligations of Deutsche Bank AG or its affiliates.
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